Addressing the Income Challenge
Key Takeaways
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Low interest rates are likely to persist, limiting the
income and return from cash and government bonds.
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Investors need to remain flexible on ways to address
the income challenge by expanding the idea of where
you can look for income in your portfolio.
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Building a plan that can adjust to dynamic markets and
choosing a withdrawal rate that is sustainable are
likely parts of a successful income plan going forward.
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Implication of low interest rates
For investors and savers, interest rates look very different
today than several decades ago. My parents often recite
the good old days when they were able live off the income
from their savings. Two decades ago, at the start of 2000,
the 10-year Treasury yielded was 6.7%. Interest rates
have continued to fall consistently to 3.8% at the start of
2010 to a measly 0.7% in May 2020. This has important
implications for return expectations of bond performance.
According to research by Blackrock, the 10-year Treasury
yield at the start of the decade provides a good gauge for
bond returns using the most commonly cited bond index of
Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Index (AGG) going
forward. For example, the 10-year Treasury was yielding
3.8% on Jan 1, 2010 and the annualized return for the
AGG through the decade was 3.75%1. Extrapolating those
results to today results in low return potentials over the
next 10 years as the 10-year Treasury started the year at
1.8% and has since fallen to roughly 0.7% as of May 1,
2020. That means that if you were to retire today and
invest $1 million of your hard-earned nest egg in the 10year Treasury, you could only count on $7,000 a year and
perhaps even less than that after accounting for inflation.
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What can income investors do?
Flexibility is key for investors looking to make the nest egg
last longer. The idea of income can come from harvesting
capital gains along with interest and dividends, even
spending down some of your principal. Below, we have
highlighted some of the considerations for investors going
forward.
Investors will likely need to accept greater risk through
investments like high-yield bonds, real assets, and
equities. Equity investments may be suitable to provide
growth and income for those with time horizons of greater
than five years and who are prepared to take additional
risk. Despite the recent rally in stocks, given historically
low Treasury yields, the ratio of S&P 500 dividend yield
compared to the 10-year Treasury yield is near the highest
level since the 1990s, which provides additional sources of
growth and income.
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Ratio of S&P Dividend Yield / 10 Yr Treasury Yield
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Source: FactSet. 12/23/90-6/12/20

That does not mean Treasuries and higher quality bonds
do not have a place in your income portfolios going
forward. Instead, likely the primary purpose of Treasuries
will be as a buffer during periods of market volatility rather
than a source of returns like years past.
Building a retirement portfolio by including additional
sources of income like equities introduces yet another
challenge called the sequence of return risk. In simple
terms, that means as investors you may encounter poor
returns early on in your retirement as you begin taking
distributions from your comingled portfolio of stocks and

bonds. This has a potential to impair the portfolio returns
as selling assets like equities at their lows may prevent the
recovery of the portfolio. A simple solution to address this
conundrum has been to utilize a bucketing strategy. The
strategy separates your investments into “buckets” for near
term, medium- and longer-term spending. Addressing
your near-term income needs so that you have adequate
cash or lower-risk investments while separating your
growth assets can help you ride through a low yield period
or a period when equities are down.
Lastly, as investors we cannot control market returns but
there are areas we can control, such as planning for our
goals, that can adjust to the dynamic markets and
selecting the withdrawal rate. With low yields likely to stick
around for a while, investors need to rethink the historic
guideline of 4% withdrawal rule to a likely lower starting
withdrawal rate. Perhaps the most important part to
address the challenge is to have a goals-based plan that
helps you track success along the way.
Challenges of a low-interest rate environment leaves
investors with the hard choices of reducing spending rates,
pulling more from savings earlier or taking on more risks to
answer the real-life conundrum of making retirement
assets last. While it may not be simple, flexibility and a
thoughtful approach are they key for investors to rise to the
income challenge.
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This report is for informational purposes only, and is not a solicitation, and should not be considered as investment or tax
advice. The information has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed, and is
subject to change.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. Asset allocation alone cannot eliminate the risk of fluctuating prices and uncertain returns. There is no guarantee
that a diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified portfolio in any given market environment. No investment
strategy, such as asset allocation, can guarantee a profit or protect against a loss. Actual client results will vary based on
investment selection, timing, and market conditions. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
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